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American Rule: 
 

“Our basic point of reference when considering the award of attorney’s fees is the 
bedrock principle known as the American Rule:  Each litigant pays his own attorney’s 
fees, win or lose, unless a statute or contract provides otherwise.  The American Rule 
has roots in our common law reaching back to at least the 18th century, and 
‘[s]tatutes which invade the common law are to be read with a presumption favoring 
the retention of long-established and familiar [legal] principles.’  We consequently 
will not deviate from the American Rule ‘absent explicit statutory authority.’” 
 

Baker Botts LLP v. ASARCO LLC, 
135 S.Ct. 2158, 2164 (2015) (citations omitted). 

 

“Just compensation” has historically not included attorney fees. 
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“[I]ndirect costs to the property owner caused by the taking of his land are generally not 
part of the just compensation to which he is constitutionally entitled.  Thus, [a]ttorneys’ 
fees and expenses are not embraced within just compensation….” 
 
“There may be exceptions to this general rule. …  Perhaps it would be fair or efficient to 
compensate a landowner for all the costs he incurs as a result of a condemnation action.  
Congress moved in that direction with [the URA].  Among other costs which the [URA] 
placed on the Government were the property owner’s reasonable litigation expenses 
(including attorney’s fees) when a condemnation action is dismissed as being 
unauthorized, when the Government abandons a condemnation, or when the property 
owner has recovered through an inverse condemnation action under the Tucker Act.  But 
such compensation is a matter of legislative grace rather than constitutional command.” 
 

United States v. Bodcaw Co., 
440 U.S. 202, 203 (1979) (citations omitted). 

“Just compensation” has historically not included attorney fees. 
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Fee-shifting statutes: 
 

“Perhaps the most meaningful exception to the ‘American rule’ can be found in statutory 
shifting of attorneys fees….  [T]here are more than 200 federal and close to 2,000 state 
statutes allowing the shifting of fees.” 
 

David A. Root, Attorney Fee-shifting in America: 
Comparing, Contrasting, and Combining the “American Rule” 

and “English Rule,” 15 IND. INT’L & COMP. L. REV. 588 (2005). 

 
•Equal Access to Justice Act (EAJA), 28 U.S.C. § 2412(d)(1)(A). 
 

•Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act (URA), 
  42 U.S.C. § 4654(c). 
 

Fee-shifting statutes are an exception to the historical rule. 
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“The court rendering a judgment for the plaintiff in a proceeding brought 
under [the Little Tucker Act] or [the Tucker Act], awarding compensation for 
the taking of property by a Federal agency, or the Attorney General effecting a 
settlement of any such proceeding, shall determine and award or allow to such 
plaintiff…such sum as will in the opinion of the court or the Attorney General 
reimburse such plaintiff for his reasonable costs, disbursements, and expenses, 
including reasonable attorney, appraisal, and engineering fees, actually 
incurred because of such proceeding.” 
 

URA, 42 U.S.C. § 4654(c). 

Fee-shifting statutes are an exception to the historical rule. 
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“No personal shall…be deprived of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law; nor shall private property be 
taken for public use, without just compensation.” 
 

U.S. CONST., AMEND. V. 
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Eminent domain actions are distinct 
 
 

The Fifth Amendment “prevents the public from 
loading upon one individual more than his just 
share of the burdens of government, and says 
that when he surrenders to the public something 
more and different from that which is exacted 
from other members of the public, a full and just 
equivalent shall be returned to him.” 
 

Monongahela Navigation Co. v. United States, 
148 U.S. 312, 325 (1893). 

Justice David Josiah Brewer 

The Fifth Amendment is self-executing. 
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Eminent domain actions are distinct 
 
 

“[A] man who is forced into court, where he owes no obligation to the party moving against 
him, cannot be said to have received ‘just compensation’ for his property if he is put to an 
expense appreciably important to establish the value of his property.  He does not want to 
sell.  The property is taken from him through the exertion of the high powers of the state, 
and the spirit of the Constitution clearly required that he shall not be thus compelled to part 
with what belongs to him without the payment, not alone of the abstract value of the 
property, but of all the necessary expenses incurred in fixing that value.  This would seem to 
be dictated by sound morals, as well as by the spirit of the Constitution; and it will not 
presumed that the Legislature has intended to deprive the owner of property of the full 
protection which belongs to him as a matter of right.” 
 

In re Water Supply in City of New York, 
109 N.Y.S. 652, 654-55 (N.Y.A.D. 1908). 

The Fifth Amendment is self-executing. 
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Eminent domain actions are distinct 
 
 
 

“Since the owner of private property sought to be condemned is forced 
into court by one to whom he owes no obligation, it cannot be said that 
he has received ‘just compensation’ for his property if he is compelled 
to pay out of his own pocket the expenses of establishing the fair value 
of the property, which expenses in some cases could conceivably exceed 
such value.” 
 

Dade County v. Brigham, 
47 So.2d 602, 604-05 (Fla. 1950). 

The Fifth Amendment is self-executing. 
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Eminent domain actions are distinct 
 
 

Florida Const., art. X, § 6(a) – “[n]o private property shall be taken 
except for a public purpose and with full compensation therefor….” 
 
“Full compensation under the Florida Constitution includes the right to 
a reasonable attorney's fee for the property owner” because in “Florida 
eminent domain proceedings, the goal is to render the private property 
owner as whole as possible….” 
 

Joseph B. Doerr Trust v. Central Florida Expressway Authority, 
177 So.3d 1209, 1215 (Fla. 2015). 

The Fifth Amendment is self-executing. 
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“We have recognized that a landowner is entitled to bring an action in inverse 
condemnation as a result of the self-executing character of the constitutional 
provision with respect to compensation....  [I]t has been established…that claims 
for just compensation are grounded in the Constitution itself:  The suits were 
based on the right to recover just compensation for property taken by the United 
States for public use in the exercise of its power of eminent domain.  That right 
was guaranteed by the Constitution…. The form of the remedy did not qualify the 
right.  It rested upon the Fifth Amendment.  Statutory recognition was not 
necessary.” 
 

First English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Glendale v. Los Angeles County, 
482 U.S. 304, 315 (1987) (internal quotations omitted). 

The Fifth Amendment is self-executing. 
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And “[w]hen the government physically takes possession of 
an interest in property for some public purpose, it has a 
categorical duty to compensate the former owner.”  
 

Arkansas Game & Fish Com'n v. United States, 
133 S.Ct. 511, 518 (2012) 

(quoting Tahoe-Sierra Preservation Council, Inc. v. 
Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 

535 U.S. 302, 322 (2002)). 

The Fifth Amendment is self-executing. 
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“The noun ‘compensation,’ standing by itself, carries the 
idea of an equivalent. …  So that, if the adjective ‘just’ had 
been omitted, and the provision was simply that property 
should not be taken without compensation, the natural 
import of the language would be that the compensation 
should be the equivalent of the property.  And this is 
made emphatic by the adjective ‘just.’  There can, in view 
of the combination of those two words, be no doubt that 
the compensation must be a full and perfect equivalent 
for the property taken….” 
 

Monongahela Nav. Co. v. United States, 
148 U.S. 312, 326 (1893). 

Justice David Josiah Brewer 

“Just compensation” must be a “full and perfect equivalent.” 
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“[T]his just compensation, it will be noticed, is for the property, and 
not to the owner.  Every other clause in this fifth amendment is 
personal.  ‘No person shall be held to answer for a capital or 
otherwise infamous crime,’ etc.  Instead of continuing that form of 
statement, and saying that no person shall be deprived of his property 
without just compensation, the personal element is left out, and the 
‘just compensation’ is to be a full equivalent for the property taken.  
This excludes the taking into account as an element in the 
compensation any supposed benefit that the owner may receive in 
common with all from the public uses to which his private property is 
appropriated, and leaves it to stand as a declaration that no private 
property shall be appropriated to public uses unless a full and exact 
equivalent for it be returned to the owner.” 
 

Monongahela Nav. Co. v. United States, 
148 U.S. 312, 326 (1893). 

Justice David Josiah Brewer 

“Just compensation” must be a “full and perfect equivalent.” 
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The Constitution “merely requires that an 
owner of property taken should be paid for 
what is taken from him.  It deals with 
persons, not with tracts of land.  And the 
question is, What has the owner lost?  not, 
What has the taker gained?” 
 
 

Boston Chamber of Commerce v. City of Boston, 
217 U.S. 189, 195 (1910). 

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes 

“Just compensation” must be a “full and perfect equivalent.” 
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“The compensation to which the owner is entitled is the full and perfect equivalent of the property 
taken.  It rests on equitable principles and it means substantially that the owner shall be put in as 
good position pecuniarily as he would have been if his property had not been taken.  He is entitled 
to the damages inflicted by the taking. 
 

Seaboard Air Line Ry. Co. v. United States, 
261 U.S. 299, 304 (1923) (citations omitted). 

 
“It is obvious that the owner’s right to just compensation cannot be made to depend upon state 
statutory provisions. … The requirement that ‘just compensation’ shall be paid is comprehensive 
and includes all elements and no specific command to include interest is necessary when interest 
or its equivalent is a part of such compensation.  Where the United States condemns and takes 
possession of land before ascertaining or paying compensation, the owner is not limited to the 
value of the property at the time of the taking; he is entitled to such addition as will produce the 
full equivalent of that value paid contemporaneously with the taking.” 
 

Seaboard Air Line Ry., 261 U.S. at 306. 

“Just compensation” must be a “full and perfect equivalent.” 
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“The first thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers.” 
 

King Henry VI, pt. II, Act IV, scene 2, line 72. 
 
This line “was spoken by a rebel, not a friend of liberty….  As a careful 
reading of that text will reveal, Shakespeare insightfully realized that 
disposing of lawyers is a step in the direction of a totalitarian form of 
government. …  [T]he independent lawyer [is] a guardian to our 
freedom.” 
 

Walters v. National Ass'n of Radiation Survivors, 
473 U.S. 305, 371, n.24 (1985) (Stevens, J., dissenting). 

Without attorney fees, the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee is frustrated. 
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Without attorney fees, the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee is frustrated. 
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“In all criminal proceedings, th[e] right [to counsel] is expressly protected by the 
Sixth Amendment.  As I have indicated, in civil disputes with the Government I 
believe that right is also protected by the Due Process Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment and by the First Amendment.  If the Government, in the guise of a 
paternalistic interest in protecting the citizen from his own improvidence, can 
deny him access to independent counsel of his choice, it can change the character 
of our free society.  Even though a dispute with the sovereign may only involve 
property rights…the citizen’s right of access to the independent, private bar is 
itself an aspect of liberty that is of critical importance in our democracy.” 
 

Walters v. National Ass'n of Radiation Survivors, 
473 U.S. 305, 370-71 (1985) (Stevens, J., dissenting). 

Without attorney fees, the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee is frustrated. 
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Congress adopted fee-shifting statutes to “ensure ‘effective access to the judicial 
process’ for persons with civil rights grievances.” 
 

Hensley v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 429 (1983). 
 
Congress adopted fee-shifting statutes to “ensure that federal rights are 
adequately enforced.” 
 

Perdue v. Kenny A. ex rel. Winn, 559 U.S. 542, 550 (2010). 
 
Congress recognized that “if the citizen does not have the resources [to obtain 
relief in a civil rights lawsuit], his day in court is denied him; the congressional 
policy he seeks to assert and vindicate goes unvindicated; and the entire Nation, 
not just the individual citizen, suffers.” 
 

City of Riverside v. Rivera, 477 U.S. 561, 575 (1986).  

Without attorney fees, the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee is frustrated. 
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The URA was adopted to “to establish a uniform policy for the fair and equitable 
treatment of [land]owners…to the end that such persons shall not suffer 
disproportionate injuries as a result of programs designed for the benefit of the 
public as a whole.” 
 

Alexander v. United States Dept. of Housing & Urban Dev., 
441 U.S. 39, 51 (1979) 

(quoting “Declaration of Policy,” S. 1, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., § 201 (1969)). 

 
Senator Edmund Muskie, a chief sponsor of the URA, explained the purpose of the 
URA was to “assure that the person whose property is taken is no worse off 
economically than before the property was taken.” 
 

115 Cong. Rec. 31533 (Oct. 27, 1969). 
 

Without attorney fees, the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee is frustrated. 
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The U.S. Solicitor General: 
 

“The unique litigation-expense provisions in the [the URA] reflect Congress’s 
intent to make takings plaintiffs whole by requiring the government to cover the 
reasonable expenses that successful plaintiffs incur in inverse-condemnation 
actions. … And while most fee-shifting provisions make awards discretionary…[the 
URA] is phrased in mandatory terms, requiring that courts…‘shall determine and 
award’ a sum to ‘reimburse [the takings] plaintiff’ for his reasonable litigation 
expenses. 
 

Haggart v. Woodley, No. 15-1072 (S.Ct.), 
Brief for the United States in Opposition, p. 10 

(emphasis in original). 

Without attorney fees, the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee is frustrated. 
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“There are also important practical 
differences between condemnation 
proceedings and actions by 
landowners to recover compensation 
for ‘inverse condemnation.’…  Such a 
taking…shifts to the landowner the 
burden to discover the 
encroachment and to take 
affirmative action to recover just 
compensation.” 
 

United States v. Clarke, 
445 U.S. 253, 257 (1980). 

Without attorney fees, the Fifth Amendment’s guarantee is frustrated. 
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From the Philosophical to the Practical: 
How does this impact everyday practice  

and public agency operations? 
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How are attorney fees handled in the states? 
 
• Property and business owners are entitled to litigation costs, i.e. filing fee, 

deposition transcripts, trial exhibits, etc. 
• Owners are typically only entitled to recover litigation expenses (attorneys’ 

fees and expert costs) when both an agency’s final offer of compensation is 
unreasonable and the property owner’s final demand is reasonable.   

• In making this determination, the judge is only to consider the final offer 
and demand that were made at least 20 days before trial.   

 
(See Code Civ. Proc., §1250.410; see Lockaway Storage v. County of Alameda (2013) 216 Cal.App.4th 161 and Inglewood 
Redevelopment Agency v. Aklilu (2007) 153 Cal.App.4th 1095.) 

 

California: Direct condemnation cases 
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How are attorney fees handled in the states? 
 
• If the Plaintiff prevails on its claim, the agency pays…though courts still 

consider final offer and demand.  California Code of Civil Procedure § 1036: 
 

“In any inverse condemnation proceeding, the court rendering judgment for the plaintiff by awarding 
compensation, or the attorney representing the public entity who effects a settlement 
of that proceeding, shall determine and award or allow to the plaintiff, as a part of that judgment or 
settlement, a sum that will, in the opinion of the court, reimburse the plaintiff's reasonable costs, 
disbursements, and expenses, including reasonable attorney, appraisal, and engineering fees, actually 
incurred because of that proceeding in the trial court or in any appellate proceeding in which the 
plaintiff prevails on any issue in that proceeding. In making this determination, the judge is only to 
consider the final offer and demand that were made at least 20 days before trial.” 

 

California: Inverse condemnation cases 
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How are attorney fees handled in the states? 
 
• Colorado: Only recoverable if agency abandons, lacks authority to condemn 

or owner receives 30% more than last offer.  (Colo. Rev. Stat. §38-1-122 et seq.) 
• Arkansas: Recoverable if expressly allowed by statute or in the case of the 

agency acting in bad faith.  (Arkansas Hwy Com’n v. Johnson (1989) 300 Ark. 454.)   
• Bad faith = award exceeding deposit by 20%.  (Ark. Code Ann. §18-15-605(b).) 

• Minnesota: If award exceeds final offer before petition by 40%, fees & costs 
are mandatory; if between 20% and 40%, discretionary.  (Min. Stat. §117.031.) 

• Many others have “reasonableness” measures and formulas that compare 
the final award of compensation to the final written offer by the agency. 

 

 

States with Laws Similar to California 
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How are attorney fees handled in the states? 
 
• Alabama:  Not recoverable in direct action unless agency fails to acquire the 

property or abandons the action.  Fees are recoverable in inverse 
condemnation.  (White v. State (1975) 319 So.2d 247; Ala. Code, §§18-1A et seq.) 

• Massachusetts:  No fees are recoverable and costs are limited to filing fees, 
trial exhibit preparation fees and service fees. (Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 79, §38.) 

• Mississippi:  Not recoverable because “just compensation is for the property 
and not to the owner.”  (Maples v. Miss. Hwy. Comm’n (1993) 617 So.2d 265, 271.) 

• Rhode Island:  Fees are specifically excluded from recovery and costs are 
limited. (R.I. Gen. Laws, §45-29-24.) 

States with Laws Affording Less Recovery for Owners 
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How are attorney fees handled in the states? 
 
• Florida:  Attorneys fees and costs are part of the compensation package.   
• Michigan: Award within court’s discretion but no greater than 1/3 of 

difference between verdict and written good faith offer. (Mich. Comp. Laws §213.66.) 

• Missouri: Fees, costs and some expert fees will be paid by agency in a variety 
of situations, e.g. failure to negotiate in good faith. (Mo. Rev. Stat. § § 523.256-259.) 

• Montana:  Fees awarded if owner prevails at trial and receives more than 
final offer.  (Mont. Code Ann., §70-73-305(2) & -306.) 

• North Dakota: Within court’s discretion to award fees. (N.D. Cent. Code, §32-15-32.) 

• Oregon: Recoverable if jury award higher than agency’s highest written offer.  
(Or. Rev. Stat. § 35.300.) 

 

 

States with Laws Affording More Recovery for Owners 
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How are attorney fees handled in the states? 
 
• Alaska: Fees recoverable when, for instance, 
     (1) condemnor appeals and owner does not,  
     (2) award is 10% larger than deposit amount,  
     and(3) allowance of fees appears necessary  
     to achieve a just and adequate compensation 
     of the defendant.  (A.R.Civ.P. 72(k).) 
• Idaho: Within the trial court’s discretion and only overturned on showing of 

abuse.  (Ada County Hwy. Dist. Ex Rel Fairbanks v. Acarequi (1983) 105 Idaho 873.)   
• Others? 
 
 

 

States with Unique Laws 
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What if payment of attorney fees was required? 
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What if payment of attorney fees was required? 
 
• Able to challenge agency actions, design, right-to-take more readily, without 

worrying about paying pesky lawyers 
• Make sure they’re protecting their interests, rather than giving up or in  

• Greater resources (in theory) to fight for higher compensation and 
concessions from agency 
• Less pressure to settle with agency after the initial offer 
 

 

 

Property Owner Perspective 
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What if payment of attorney fees was required? 
 
• Able to hire attorney for settlement oversight, expert interactions, 

negotiations, review of PSA and related documents, and general comfort with 
this very foreign process.  This is especially true for  
• Residential owners 
• Unsophisticated owners 
• Owners from areas of relatively lower socioeconomic status 
• Part-takes, where negotiating a deal – “oh, its just a small take” – can 

seem like the right call but can have unforeseen consequences down the 
road, e.g., access, set-backs, zoning, etc. 

 
 

 

Property Owner Perspective 
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What if payment of attorney fees was required? 
 
• Projects are going to cost more 

• Every owner will lawyer up and fight, fight, fight 
• Budgets will have to account for paying the attorney fees 

for owner and greater attorney fees for agency lawyers 
due to increased litigation 

• If there are multiple defendants on one parcel, e.g. owner, 
ground lessor, lessee, retail strip, etc., agency could be 
covering multiple attorneys on every parcel 

• Uncertainty in obtaining possession to begin construction 
of the project will increase contractor bids and require 
built-in contingencies 

Agency Perspective 
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What if payment of attorney fees was required? 
 
• Projects are going to be delayed 

• Right-to-take challenges and losing early possession battles can 
significantly delay project timelines (and project costs) 

• Litigation will drag on for several months, if not years 
• The money for these projects is tax payer dollars – should we be using that 

on funding needless litigation? 
• Agencies end up paying much more for parcels where they would have 

gotten a deal done at the initial offer without a fuss 
• Paying higher compensation, paying attorney, other concessions, more 

time spent getting deals done, etc. 
 

 

Agency Perspective 
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What if payment of attorney fees was required? 
 
• “Reasonableness” standards for fees  
• Caps on fees considering size and complexity of acquisition? 
• Flat fees paid per case segment, e.g. $1,500  
      initial pleading, $2,500 possession issues, etc? 
• Limit  payment of fees to property owners? 
• First-come, first-serve finite pool of money  
      available, benefitting those settle early and  
      reduce delays and litigation? 
• Others? 

 
 

 

How Can the Agency “Exposure” be Limited? 
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Conclusion: Now What? 
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